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Tentative Time Schedule
HARRISBURG COLISEUM
120
126
142
143
121
122
137
138
127
128
132
133
800
801
803
804
806
804
805

Green Conformation Model		
High Performance Conformation Model
Green Hunter 3’6” O/F		
Green Hunter 3’6” Handy O/F		
Green Conformation O/F		
Green Conformation Handy O/F		
Green Hunter 3’9” O/F		
Green Hunter 3’9” Handy O/F		
High Performance Conformation O/F
High Performance Conf. Handy O/F
High Performance Hunter 4’ O/F
High Performance Hunter Handy O/F
Evening Session: Hunt Night
Field Hunters 35 & Under		
Field Hunters Over 35		
Parade Of Fox Hounds		
Gentlemen’s Hunter Under Saddle
Ladies Hunter Under Saddle		
Leading Ladies Rider Award		
Hunt Teams			
Hunt Night Championship

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
10:00 AM
11:30 PM
12:15 PM
1:00 PM
1:45 PM
2:30 PM
3:15 PM
4:00 PM
4:45 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:15 PM
7:30 PM
7:45 PM
8:00 PM

KEYSTONE ARENA
148A Green Hunter 3’0” O/F		
12:00 PM
149A Green Hunter 3’0” O/F		
12:00 PM
148B Green Hunter 3’3” O/F Sec A		
1:30 PM
149B Green Hunter 3’3” O/F Sec B		
1:30 PM
153A Green Hunter 3’3” O/F Sec A		
3:00 PM
153B Green Hunter 3’3” O/F Sec A		
4:00 PM
		Clear Ring			5:00 PM
156A Green Hunter 3’3” U/S Sec A		
5:15 PM
156B Green Hunter 3’3” U/S Sec B		
5:30 PM

SCAN HERE
for a direct link to
results, start orders
& live scoring.
POWERED BY
SHOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ™

Since 1999, proceeds from the Pennsylvania National Horse
Show have directly benefitted the Pennsylvania National
Horse Show Foundation. The 501(c)(3) tax-exempt non-profit organization provides support for therapeutic riding and
equine rescue programs and makes grants exclusively for
charitable and educational purposes. As part of the foundation’s efforts, the horse show also hosts the LifeVac Therapeutic Riding Championships each year, with this year’s championships coming up on Friday, October 21.

Luke Jensen Jumps to the Win in
Dover Saddlery/USEF Hunter Seat Medal Final

Following three rounds of competition on Sunday, October 16, a field of 230 of the nation’s best junior riders was whittled down to one new Dover Saddlery/US
Equestrian Hunter Seat Medal champion: Luke Jensen
of Denton, TX.
Second place in the prestigious class – held as part of
the 76th Pennsylvania National Horse Show in Harrisburg, PA – went to Skylar Wireman of Bonsall, CA,
and Kate Egan of Glen Gardner, NJ, rounded out the
top three.
“The prestige of this horse show is incredible, so I’m
very grateful to be able to compete here, and to be here
and show at the highest level,” said Jensen, who trains
as a working student with John Brennan and Missy
Clark of North Run. “The competition is incredible.
Every rider here earned their spot, and they’re all incredibly talented – all the horses, all the riders. To be
able to win it is very special to me and the prestige just
makes me all the more grateful to be here.”
The opening round of competition got underway at 7
a.m. with a challenging course set by designer Thomas Hern, Jr., with input from judges Karen Healey and
Mark Jungherr. The technical track posed difficult
questions every step of the way, aiding Healey and
Jungherr in narrowing down the large field to the top
25 riders that would then return for a second round.
“This is the highest level of this discipline, equitation, so I thought that it was a fair level of technical,” said Jensen of the course. “It would need to prepare you for future riding endeavors. The
questions they asked were very fair; I felt very prepared coming from the North Run team. I think
that we prepared very well, and I was able to confidently answer those questions.”
Healey added, “I wanted it to be a championship course. I didn’t want to be cookie cutter. I didn’t
want it to be run of the mill or what we see week in and week out. I wanted to ask tough questions,
but I thought if you knew where your horse was and if you were aware of where you landed or what
you had to do to come out, you could make everything work. It was all about keeping track of where
you and your horse were.”
Jensen did just that exceptionally well, putting him at the top of the standings at the conclusion
of the first round. Coming back as the final to return for the second-round course, Jensen and his
winning-mount, Jamaica, again checked all the boxes to hold onto their lead.
continued on reverse

horse show hospitality

JUNIOR WEEKEND

Complimentary Hors d’Oeuvres
Daily from 4-5 p.m. at the Alltech Bar, located
next to the Harrisburg Coliseum ingate.

Alltech Bar
Open from 4-8 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Open beginning at 11 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 22.

Graze & Go Café
Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner from
7 a.m. until the end of competition

Capitol Coffee
Open 5:30 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Medal Finals continued

Wireman delivered a similarly well-executed second round, moving her
from fourth place up into second aboard Famous.
From there, the top four of Egan, Wireman, Jensen and Isabella David returned for further testing. Each of them was handed a slip of paper listing
the test – which included two challenging counter-cantered fences, a trot
jump, and a hand gallop down to the final triple bar fence. They were given
time to review the test while mounted in the ring before being asked to exit
as to not see any of the other riders’ tests.
Returning in reverse order of their standings, David and Egan each had
some minor bobbles in their counter-canter work, but Wireman returned
in the penultimate position to throw down the gauntlet for Jensen.
Jensen, however, rose to the occasion to hold on to his win.
“They were both very, very close at the end,” said Healey. “I thought all of
you guys did a great job. I mean the first course was not easy, and at first, I
thought the second one was going to be way too easy. Then it kind of took
care of itself a little bit. Then, it ended up working out the way we wanted
it to at the end.”
Jungherr added, “[Luke] came in winning both rounds, and then their
work-offs were very close. He had a great connection with his horse, and
he kept the same weight in his hands all the way through the three rounds
over a lot of jumps.
Jensen has had the ride on Jamaica, owned by North Run, since the beginning of the year when he began taking care of the 13-year-old Belgian
Warmblood gelding in his working student role.
“Getting to [take care of him] is very, very special to me,” said Jensen,
whose name will be added to the Adrian Van Sinderen Memorial Perpetual Trophy for the win. “I’m so grateful to do it, and I think it makes a big
difference to know the personality of your partner.”
Earning the title of the Best Equitation Horse and the Doris H. Clark Memorial Perpetual Trophy, donated by Missy Clark, was Castlefield Spartacus, ridden by fourth-place finisher David and owned by West Hill.

The PNHS Silent Auction directly benefits the PNHS Foundation and the
therapeutic riding and equine rescue programs that it helps support. To
view this year’s silent auction items, scan the QR code or browse a selection
of items on display in the main lobby across from the horse show office.

